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When jewelry designer Annoushka met eclectic
Dutch artist Bouke de Vries they decided to
work together to unite art and jewelry. In
fact, de Vries' works of art will be shown
for the entire month in Annoushka's London
boutique in Cadogan Gardens. The Precious
event, which features works made from pieces
of broken ceramic that the artist has found
all over the world, is meant to be the first
of a series of several exhibitions that will
bring together art and jewelry throughout the
year.
 
The 'Art at Annoushka' project aims to offer
new ways for sculptures, photographs and
paintings to be shown alongside with the
designer's precious, limited-edition
creations. Bouke's 10 broken-ceramic
sculptures have been decorated with gold
butterflies and dragonflies, diamonds, semi-
precious stones and good-luck charms in
engraved pink gold, garnets and pearls.
 
For the occasion, Annoushka created an
extravagant limited-edition (only 50 pieces) pendant: it's called
Apple Core and it comes in gold, rubies, pink sapphires and cognac
diamonds. It is the perfect complement to the All About Eve sculpture
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that Bouke has created with pieces of ceramic from the XIX and XX
centuries.
 
From new eclectic jewels that mix pieces from different styles to
jewels that represent Annoushka's work in the last 20 years, her
boutique is also a refined showcase for a select group of designers,
some of whom are more well-known than others. And you absolutely have
to take a look at (and try on) the incredible oversized rings by
Chinese designer Wendy Yue. This Hong Kong native who grew up in
Vienna makes pieces that are intricate and imaginative. The tiny gold
sculptures by sculptress Manuela Zervudachi are also must-see pieces.
She has long been known for her large bronze sculptures and wanted to
translate this passion for sculpting into something smaller - into
miniature jewels in gold and diamonds. There are 24 limited-edition
pieces on display.

Federica Frosini
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